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Another gem from the Italian label Metal on Metal. UK`s RISEN PROPHECY is back, after five
years, with their second full length album. This is one of the more interesting bands this label
has to offer, the label which has a good eye for valuable bands. And RISEN PROPHECY is a
valuable band, for sure. It is dynamic thrash metal with a lot of Power influences.  Boss Oliver`s
powerful guitars keep as amazed again and again, cutting with their razor sharp riffs; solos are
just breathtaking, the sound is just overwhelming. Plus, a very distinct vocal turns this material
in a really explosive mixture. So the outcome is like this: a very interesting piece of music. And
the music from “The Valley of Hinnom” is, indeed, unique. Here, you may find unusually
complex songs, it all is perfectly balanced, and every single element is well hearable. The
self-complementing instrumentarium of every band member is definitely noticeable. the rhythm
section of Ben Olivier Bass and James Chalton is this album`s fuel. It all sounds very clear yet
still filthy and rough.  Too, Dan Tyren`s powerful vocal is this album`s bright point. There are no
weak points here in this album, it all is just super tight and compact. The songs` amazing
atmosphere is abundant with different moods. There are some calm moments, and there are
some really wild ones. These 36 minutes of music is not enough, really. We need more. this
stuff for maniacs into ICED EARTH, FORBIDDEN or UK`s SABBAT. Yeah, RISEN PROPHECY
is cleverly influenced by these bands and they do not copy them mindlessly, oh no! Keep an
eye on this talented band as they`ll show you again what they`re capable of! LWS
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